





Portable Development Tool for Expert Systems 
Shigeharu KITO and恥'litsuhiroTSUKADA * 
A portable dev巴lopmenttool for expert systems specific to the domain of trouble diagnosis 
is developed based on the Pure Production System of Saito and Mizoguchi. The production 
system is巴xtensivelymodi自edto have capability of global backtracking and rule base of 
recursive structure. The performance of the tool is partially verified by generating an small 
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【【PLAN (CLANK-SHAFT NO OIL-SEAL GA DAl'IE.) 





Q-Z1 I (PLUG GA W'ATER DE NURETE INAI-KA 1) 
〉
T 
Q-2Z I (PLUG NO SAKI-KARA HIBANA WA DEl'lASU-KA 1) 
〉
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DATA-BASE I CPLUG CONTAI1INATED) 

















【淑3依 (PLUa CONTAMINATEO)) 
















DATA-BASE I【施。IC (CARBON)) 
















(PLUG 1S CONTAM1NATED. PLEASE CLEAN-UP YOUR ALL SPARK-PLUGS) 
... 隷JIt-MESSAGE 2事務隷京球
(PLUa NO YOGORE GA GEIIN DESU) 
繍調。悶OIOK-MESSAGE 3諸国O鉱京隷
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